Podiatric Residency Resource

April Luna
PRR Support Services/Development
Updates

Changes upcoming in the next number of weeks/months
• Changes/fixes occurring soon and will be noticed by users as testing completed
• April Luna is contact person at PRR if you need to comment or request further investigation of any issues
Activity Log

• BUG: When selecting All Residents, PGY1, PGY2, or PGY3, directors were unable to see the verified date in the User Interface. (Fixed)
• Also changed in Clinical Log
Add Case

• “No Attending” was removed. Residents must select an attending (one must be added if not in system)
Audit Log

Three columns:
• Cleared By
• Error Information
• Error Comment
Clinical Log

• BUG: When the director checks the Verify box, it didn’t select all procedures. (Fixed)
• BUG: The case numbers are being sorted alphanumerically. (Fixed)
• Column header stays on top while users scroll through the logs
• Procedure number column has been added. This lets the resident sort procedures in Excel. Residents can then determine procedure categories they can log to meet diversity requirements
CLAD

- When director clears a procedure, it’ll be removed from CLAD
- When a resident logs a procedure that has a conflict in CLAD, the procedure shows up once so there aren’t duplicate procedures in CLAD when resident only logged the case once
- BUG: Residency Directors are unable to select multiple procedures and verify. (Fixed)
- Column header stays on top when scrolling
Dashboard

• Director: Verified date column added to see last verified date for each resident
• Resident: A reminder section for residents’ recent logged case and last date director verified logs
Evaluation

• **BUG:** Users unable to open the evaluations from their phones or tablets, and wording/font issues. (Fixed)
Fellows

• BUG: Discrepancy in number of logs showing in Clinical Log Summary report. (Fixed)
Graduating Residents Page

• BUG: If residents have met their MAV but not Diversity, the director can still graduate residents. (Fixed)
Reports

- Change in way reports are sorted similar to how they were sorted in former PRR website. Requested by coordinators.
Surgical Procedure Summary

• Report is revised version of Clinical Log Summary from prior PRR website. Lists number of verified procedures for each type
• Can be filtered
User Manual

• User manual for residents, directors, and coordinators under Tutorials
Welcome Email

• Now customized to include more information and a link to User Manual
Work Hours

• When adding work hours, residents are now able to select ‘no attending’.
THANK YOU